


















ON THE IRRATIONALITY EXPONENT OF THE REGULAR
PAPERFOLDING NUMBERS
YINGJUN GUO, WEN WU AND ZHIXIONG WEN
Abstract. In this paper, improving the method of Allouche et al. [6], we cal-
culate the Hankel determinant of the regular paperfolding sequence, and prove
that the Hankel determinant sequence module 2 is periodic with period 10
which answers Coon’s conjecture [11]. Then we extend Bugeaud’s method [8]
to obatin the exact value of the irrationality exponent for some general tran-
scendental numbers. Using the results above, we prove that the irrationality
exponents of the regular paperfolding numbers are exactly 2.
1. Introduction
Let ξ be an irrational real number, the irrationality exponent (or irrationality
measure) of ξ, denoted by µ(ξ), is defined as the supremum of the set of real







has infinitely many solutions (p, q) ∈ Z× N.
An application of the theory of continued fraction, we know that µ(ξ) ≥ 2 for all
irrational number ξ. Khintchine’s Theorem [19] tells us that µ(ξ) = 2 for Lebesgue-
almost all real numbers ξ. Furthermore, Roth’s Theorem [20] asserts that µ(ξ) = 2
for every algebraic irrational number.
For transcendental numbers whose continued fraction expansions are known, one
can get the exact value of the irrationality exponents. For example, the irrationality
exponent of e and the sturm number are given (see [1], [10], [16]). While we do not
know the continued fraction expansions of transcendental number, we hardly get
the exact values of their irrationality exponents. There are two examples. One is
the classical transcendental numbers π, ln(2) (see [22],[17] and therein), the other
is the automatic number [5] defined by their expansion in some integer. Recall that







is called an automatic real number if {ui}i≥0 is an automatic sequence. In fact, all
the irrational automatic real numbers are transcendental, this result was proved by
Adamczewski and Bugeaud [2]. In 2006, Adamczewski and Cassaigne [3] proved
that all automatic real numbers have finite irrationality exponents. In 2008, Bugeaud
[9] constructed a class of real numbers whose irrationality exponent can be read off
from their b-ary expansion and proved that there exist automatic real numbers with
any prescribed rational irrationality exponent. In 2011, Bugeaud, Krieger and Shal-
lit [10] showed that the irrationality exponent of every automatic (resp. morphic)
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number in that class is rational (resp. algebraic). And they conjectured that the
result remains true for all automatic (resp. morphic) number. In 2011, applying
the fact that the Hankel determinants of the Thue-Morse sequence over {−1, 1} are
nonzero [6], Bugeaud [8] proved that the irrationality exponents of the Thue-Morse
real numbers are exactly 2. Using Bugeaud’s method, in 2012, Coons [12] proved
that the irrationality exponent of the sum of the reciprocals of the Fermat numbers
is 2. Recently, Wen and Wu [23] showed that the irrationality exponents of the
Cantor real numbers are exactly 2 in the same way.
In this paper, we extend Bugeaud’s method to some general transcendental num-
bers and determine the irrationality exponent of the regular paperfolding numbers.
1.1. The main result. Let {ui}i≥0 be an integer sequence, whose generating func-
tion is f(x) =
∑
i≥0 uix
i. The determinant of the n × n-matrix (ui+j−2)1≤i,j≤n
is called the Hankel determinant of order n associated to f(x) (or the sequence
{ui}i≥0), denoted by Hn(f). Our main result is as follows.
Theorem 1. Suppose the generating function f(x) = A(x)
B(x) + C(x)f(x
k) (k ≥
2), where A(x), B(x), C(x) ∈ Z[x]. Let {ni}i≥0 be an increasing positive integer






















Remark 1. While determining the irrationality exponent of the Thue-Morse num-
bers, Bugeaud [8] used the fact that all the Hankel determinants of the Thue-Morse
sequence are nonzero [6]. In fact, we only need a proper subsequence {ni}i≥0 sat-
isfying Hni(f)Hni+1(f) 6= 0. This requirement seems to be feasible for some tran-
scendental numbers.
Remark 2. Hni(f) 6= 0 for i ≥ 0 implies that f(
1
b
) /∈ Q. Under the assumption
of Theorem 1, f(1
b
) can be transcendental. For example, the generating functions
of the Thue-Morse, the Cantor sequence and the paperfolding sequence, satisfy the
assumption of Theorem 1.
1.2. Irrationality exponent of the regular paperfolding sequence. Let A =
{a, b, c, d} be a four-letter alphabet. Define the endomorphism τ on A∗ by τ : a 7→
ab, b 7→ cb, c 7→ ad, d 7→ cd and the coding ρ from A to {0, 1} by a 7→ 1, b 7→ 1, c 7→
0, d 7→ 0. The regular paperfolding sequence is given by
f : = f0f1f2 · · · = ρ(τ
∞(a)) = 110110011100100 · · ·
Denote the generating function of the regular paperfolding sequence by F (z) :=∑∞
i=0 fiz
i. Let b ≥ 2 be an integer, then the regular paperfolding number is defined
as follow























+ · · · .
For details, see [5, 13, 14, 15]. By Theorem 1, in order to determine µ(ξf ,b), we
need to calculate its Hankel determinants Hn(F ).
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In 1998, Allouche, Peyrie`re, Wen and Wen [6] studied the Hankel determinants
of the Thue-Morse sequence, which is the fixed point of the endomorphism σ : 1 7→
1−1,−1 7→ −11. And they proved that the Hankel determinants of the Thue-Morse
sequence are all nonzero. In 2012, with the help of C++ program, Coons and Vrbik
[11] showed that the Hankel determinant Hn(F ) 6= 0 of the regular paperfolding
sequence for n ≤ 213 + 3. In 2013, Wen and Wu [23] investigated the Hankel
determinants of the Cantor sequence which is the fixed point of the endomorphism
θ : 1 7→ 101, 0 7→ 000. They also proved that the Hankel determinants of the
Thue-Morse sequence are all nonzero.
It is observed that the Thue-Morse sequence and the Cantor sequence are fixed
points of endomorphisms, while the paperfolding sequence is given by the image un-
der a coding of a fixed point of a endomorphism. Because of this difference, it seems
difficult to determine the Hankel determinant of regular paperfolding sequence. In
section 3, we will show the recurrent equations of the Hankel determinants Hn(F ).
And the recurrent equations lead to the fact: for all i ≥ 0,
(⋆) H10i+1(F )H10i+2(F ) 6= 0.
Now, we turn to study the irrationality exponents of the regular paperfolding
numbers. Before our study, there are some results already. In 2009, Adamczewski
and Rivoal [4] proved that µ(ξf ,b) ≤ 5. Then, in 2012, Coons and Vrbik [4] improved
this estimate by the inequality µ(ξf ,b) ≤ 2.002075359 · · · . Here, we give the exact
value of µ(ξf ,b).
Corollary 1. For any integer b ≥ 2, µ(ξf ,b) = 2.






The result follows from Theorem 1 and the formula (⋆). 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we give some notations.
In section 3, we present the recurrence equations of the Hankel determinantsHn(F ).
Then we prove the Hankel determinant sequence (module 2) is periodic with period
10. In the last section, we prove Proposition 1.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we will give some definitions and notations.
• Let u = {un}n≥0 be a complex number sequence, then the (p;m,n)-order




up up+1 · · · up+n−1





up+m−1 up+m · · · up+m+n−2

 ,
where m,n ≥ 1 and p ≥ 0. If m = n, the symbol upn is always used to stand
for the Hankel matrix for short.
• For any matrix M , its transposed matrix is denoted by M t. If the matrix
M is square, then its Hankel determinant is denoted by |M | .
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• The m× n matrix with all entries equal to 1 (resp. 0) is denoted by 1m,n
(resp. 0m,n).
• For any n ≥ 1, let α(n) = (α0, α1, · · · , αn−1) and β(n) = (β0, β1, · · · , βn−1)
be 1 × n-row vectors with α2i = β2i+1 = 1, α2i+1 = β2i = 0(0 ≤ i ≤ ⌊
n
2 ⌋)
respectively. For example, α(5) = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1), β(4) = (0, 1, 0, 1).
• Define the matrixesAm,n = (r0, r1, · · · , rn−1) andBm,n = (s0, s1, · · · , sn−1),
where r2i = s2i+1 = α
t(m) and r2i+1 = s2i = β
t(m). If m = n, we simply









 , B5 =


0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 0

 .











∣∣∣∣ f0n αt(n)α(n) 0
∣∣∣∣ , dn :=
∣∣∣∣ f0n βt(n)β(n) 0
∣∣∣∣ ,
en :=
∣∣∣∣ f0n βt(n)α(n) 0




t(n+ 1)|, xn :=
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)α(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ,
yn :=
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)β(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ .
• U(n) = (e1, e3, · · · , e2[n+12 ]−1
, e2, e4, · · · , e2[n2 ]), where ej is the j-th unit
column vector of order n, that is, the column vector with 1 as its j-th entry
and zero elsewhere. If no confusion can occur, we simply write U .
• Unless otherwise stated, the symbol ≡ stands for equality modulo 2 in the
whole paper.
3. Hankel determinants
In this section, we will give the recurrence equations of the Hankel determinants
Hn(F ). By these equations, we prove the Hankel determinant sequence (module 2)
is periodic. The results are described in Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 respectively.
Notice that, the regular paperfolding sequence f = f0f1f2 · · · can be generated
by the following recurrence formula [4]:
(3.1) f4n = 1, f4n+2 = 0, f2n+1 = fn.
By this formula, we have the following important lemma.
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Lemma 1. For any n ≥ 1,
(1) a2n = (−1)
n+1(b2n + 2cnen + 2dnen − a
2
n) ≡ an + bn,





n) ≡ gn + hn,
(3) b2n = (−1)
n+1(cn + 2en + dn)
2 ≡ cn + dn,
(4) b2n+1 = (−1)
n+12(xn + yn)
2 ≡ 0,
(5) c2n = (−1)
n2
(
b2n + (cn + en)(dn + en)
)
≡ 0,
(6) c2n+1 = (−1)
n
(
4xnyn + (gn + hn)
2
)
≡ gn + hn,
(7) d2n = (−1)
n
(
2b2n + (cn + en)
2 + (dn + en)
2
)
≡ cn + dn,
(8) d2n+1 = (−1)
n(xn + yn)
2 ≡ xn + yn,
(9) e2n = (−1)
n
(
bn(cn + dn − 2en) + an(cn + dn + 2en)
)
≡ (an + bn)(cn + dn),
(10) e2n+1 = (−1)
n(gn − hn)(xn + yn) ≡ (gn + hn)(xn + yn),
(11) g2n = (−1)
n
(
cnyn + enxn − enyn − dnxn + an(gn + hn)
)
≡ an(gn + hn) + xn(dn + en) + yn(cn + en),
(12) g2n+1 = (−1)
n+1
(
cn+1yn + en+1xn − en+1yn − dn+1xn + an+1(gn + hn)
)
≡ an+1(gn + hn) + xn(dn+1 + en+1) + yn(cn+1 + en+1),
(13) h2n = (−1)
n
(
bn(yn − xn) + gn(cn + en) + hn(dn + en)
)
≡ gn(cn + en) + hn(dn + en) + bn(xn + yn),
(14) h2n+1 = (−1)
n+1
(
bn+1(yn − xn) + gn(cn+1 + en+1) + hn(dn+1 + en+1)
)
≡ gn(cn+1 + en+1) + hn(dn+1 + en+1) + bn+1(xn + yn),
(15) x2n = (−1)
n
(
2bn(yn − xn) + (gn + hn)(cn + dn + 2en)
)
≡ (gn + hn)(cn + dn),
(16) x2n+1 = (−1)
n+1
(
2bn+1(yn − xn) + (gn + hn)(cn+1 + dn+1 + 2en+1)
)
≡ (gn + hn)(cn+1 + dn+1),
(17) y2n = (−1)
n+1(xn + yn)(cn − dn) ≡ (xn + yn)(cn + dn),
(18) y2n+1 = (−1)
n(xn + yn)(cn+1 − dn+1) ≡ (xn + yn)(cn+1 + dn+1).
Proof. Let M = (mi,j)1≤i,j≤n be any n×n-matrix. By the definition of the matrix
U , we can check easily the following formula









where µ = [ 12 (n+ 1)] and ν = [
1
2n]. Hence, by the formulae (3.1) and (3.2),
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∣∣∣∣ An f0nf0n Bn
∣∣∣∣ .
Then, we add four rows and columns which do not change the determinant. By
the elementary operation, we will get a new block matrix which have much zero
blocks. That is,





n 0n,1 0n,1 0n,1 0n,1
f0n Bn 0n,1 0n,1 0n,1 0n,1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
α(n) 01,n 1 0 0 0
β(n) 01,n 0 1 0 0
01,n β(n) 0 0 1 0







t −β(n)t 0n,1 0n,1
f0n 0n 0n,1 0n,1 −α(n)
t −β(n)t
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
α(n) 01,n 1 0 0 0
β(n) 01,n 0 1 0 0
01,n β(n) 0 0 1 0








01,n 1 0 β(n) 0 0
01,n 0 1 α(n) 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n −α(n)
t −β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1
α(n) 0 0 01,n 1 0
β(n) 0 0 01,n 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.





2 + 2 ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n αt(n)α(n) 0
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n βt(n)α(n) 0
∣∣∣∣
+2 ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n βt(n)β(n) 0
∣∣∣∣ ·















≡ an + bn.
We will omit the details of the proofs of the other assertions, since they can
be proved in the same way: first, we turn the matrix into a block matrix by the
formulae (3.3) and (3.4). Then, adding finite rows and columns and using the
elementary operation again and again, we will get more zero blocks. At last, by the
Laplace’s expansion, we can calculate the determinant.
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01,n+1 1 0 β(n) 0 0
01,n+1 0 1 α(n) 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n,n+1 −α(n)
t −β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1
α(n+ 1) 0 0 01,n 1 0





∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) ∣∣2 − ∣∣ f0n+1,n βt(n+ 1) ∣∣2
+2 ·
∣∣∣∣f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)α(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)β(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ )
= (−1)n+1(−g2n + h
2
n + 2xnyn) ≡ gn + hn.












01,n 0 11,n 0
f0n 1n,1 Bn 0n,1








01,n 0 0 0 11,n 0 0 0
01,n 0 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n 0 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n 1n,1 −α(n)
t −β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1 0n,1
11,n 0 0 0 01,n 0 0 0
α(n) 0 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n) 0 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n+1 ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n 1n,111,n 0
∣∣∣∣
2
= (−1)n+1(cn + 2en + dn)
2 ≡ cn + dn.





α(2n+ 1) 0 0






01,n+1 0 11,n 0
f0n,n+1 1n,1 Bn 0n,1
11,n+1 0 01,n 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣




01,n+1 0 0 0 11,n 0 0 0
01,n+1 0 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n+1 0 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n,n+1 1n,1 −α(n)
t−β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1 0n,1
11,n+1 0 0 0 01,n 0 0 0
α(n+ 1) 0 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n+ 1) 0 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n+1 · 2 ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)11,n 0 0
∣∣∣∣
2
= (−1)n+12(xn + yn)
2 ≡ 0.
(5) By the formula (3.3),
c2n =















01,n 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n −α(n)
t −β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1 0n,1
11,n 0 0 01,n 0 0 0
α(n) 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n) 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣











∣∣∣∣ f0n 1n,1α(n) 0
∣∣∣∣ ·






b2n + (cn + en)(dn + en)
)
≡ 0.
(6) By the formula (3.4),
c2n+1 =















01,n+1 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n+1 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n,n+1 −α(n)
t −β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1 0n,1
11,n+1 0 0 01,n 0 0 0
α(n+ 1) 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n+ 1) 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣






∣∣∣∣f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1)βt(n+ 1)α(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ·





4xnyn + (gn + hn)
2
)
≡ gn + hn.
(7) By the formula (3.3),
d2n =















01,n 0 0 0 11,n 0 0
01,n 0 1 0 β(n) 0 0
01,n 0 0 1 α(n) 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n 1n,1 −α(n)
t −β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1
α(n) 0 0 0 01,n 1 0
























2b2n + (cn + en)
2 + (dn + en)
2
)
≡ cn + dn.
(8) By the formula (3.4),
d2n+1 =















01,n+1 0 0 0 11,n 0 0
01,n+1 0 1 0 β(n) 0 0
01,n+1 0 0 1 α(n) 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n,n+1 1n,1 −α(n)
t−β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1
α(n+ 1) 0 0 0 01,n 1 0
β(n+ 1) 0 0 0 01,n 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)11,n 0 0
∣∣∣∣
2
= (−1)n(xn + yn)
2 ≡ xn + yn.
(9) By the formula (3.3),
e2n =
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=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣




01,n 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n −α(n)
t −β(n)t 0n 1n,1 0n,1 0n,1
11,n 0 0 01,n 0 0 0
α(n) 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n) 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n ·
(( ∣∣∣∣ f0n αt(n)α(n) 0
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ f0n βt(n)β(n) 0
∣∣∣∣− 2















bn(cn + dn − 2en) + an(cn + dn + 2en)
)
≡ (an + bn)(cn + dn).
(10) By the formula (3.4),
e2n+1 =















01,n+1 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n+1 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n,n+1 −α(n)
t−β(n)t 0n 1n,1 0n,1 0n,1
11,n+1 0 0 01,n 0 0 0
α(n+ 1) 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n+ 1) 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n ·
( ∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) ∣∣− ∣∣ f0n+1,n βt(n+ 1) ∣∣ )
·
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)11,n 0 0
∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n(gn − hn)(xn + yn) ≡ (gn + hn)(xn + yn).
(11) By the formula (3.3),
g2n =
∣∣ f02n+1,2n αt(2n+ 1) ∣∣ = (−1)n ·








01,n 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n −α(n)
t−β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1 0n,1
α(n) 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n) 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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= (−1)n ·
( ∣∣∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)β(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n αt(n)α(n) 0
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)α(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n αt(n)β(n) 0
∣∣∣∣
−
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)β(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n αt(n)β(n) 0
∣∣∣∣
−
∣∣∣∣f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)α(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n βt(n)β(n) 0
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣ f0n+1,n 1n+1,1 ∣∣ · |fn|
)
= (−1)n(cnyn + enxn − enyn − dnxn + an(gn + hn))
≡ an(gn + hn) + xn(dn + en) + yn(cn + en).
(12) By the formula (3.4),
g2n+1 =
∣∣ f02n+2,2n+1 αt(2n+ 2) ∣∣ =








01,n+1 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n+1 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n+1 −α(n+ 1)
t−β(n+ 1)t0n+1,n0n+1,1 0n+1,1 0n+1,1
α(n+ 1) 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n+ 1) 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n+1 ·
( ∣∣∣∣f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)β(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1 αt(n+ 1)α(n+ 1) 0
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)α(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1 αt(n+ 1)β(n+ 1) 0
∣∣∣∣
−
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)β(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1 αt(n+ 1)β(n+ 1) 0
∣∣∣∣
−
∣∣∣∣f0n+1,nαt(n+ 1)βt(n+ 1)α(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ·






cn+1yn + en+1xn − en+1yn − dn+1xn + an+1(gn + hn)
)
≡ an+1(gn + hn) + xn(dn+1 + en+1) + yn(cn+1 + en+1).
(13) By the formula (3.3),
h2n =
∣∣ f02n+1,2n βt(2n+ 1) ∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ An+1,n 0n+1,1 f0n+1,nf0n 1n,1 Bn
∣∣∣∣
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= (−1)n ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣




01,n 0 1 0 β(n) 0 0
01,n 0 0 1 α(n) 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n 1n,1 −α(n)
t−β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1
α(n) 0 0 0 01,n 1 0
β(n) 0 0 0 01,n 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n ·
(( ∣∣∣∣f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)β(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣−









∣∣∣∣∣∣+ |f0n+1,nαt(n+ 1)| ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n αt(n)11,n 0
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣ f0n+1,n βt(n+ 1) ∣∣ ·





bn(yn − xn) + gn(cn + en) + hn(dn + en)
)
≡ gn(cn + en) + hn(dn + en) + bn(xn + yn).
(14) By the formula (3.4),
h2n+1 =
∣∣ f02n+2,2n+1 βt(2n+ 2) ∣∣ =








01,n+1 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n+1 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n+1 −α(n+ 1)
t−β(n+ 1)t 0n+1,n 1n+1,1 0n+1,1 0n+1,1
α(n+ 1) 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n+ 1) 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n+1 ·
(( ∣∣∣∣f0n+1,nαt(n+ 1)βt(n+ 1)β(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣−






t(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)
α(n+ 1) 0 0
β(n+ 1) 0 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣+ |f0n+1,nαt(n+ 1)| ·
∣∣∣∣ f0n+1 αt(n+ 1)11,n+1 0
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣ f0n+1,n βt(n+ 1) ∣∣ ·





bn+1(yn − xn) + gn(cn+1 + en+1) + hn(dn+1 + en+1)
)
≡ gn(cn+1 + en+1) + hn(dn+1 + en+1) + bn+1(xn + yn).
(15) By the formula (3.3),
x2n =






. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n 1n,1 Bn 0n,1
11,n 0 01,n 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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= −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣




01,n 0 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n 0 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n 1n,1 −α(n)
t −β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1 0n,1
11,n 0 0 0 01,n 0 0 0
α(n) 0 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n) 0 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n ·
(( ∣∣∣∣f0n+1,nαt(n+ 1)βt(n+ 1)β(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣−










∣∣ f0n+1,n 1n+1,1 ∣∣ ·





2bn(yn − xn) + (gn + hn)(cn + dn + 2en)
)
≡ (gn + hn)(cn + dn).
(16) By the formula (3.4),
x2n+1 =







. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n+1 1n+1,1 Bn+1,n 0n+1,1




0n+1 0n+1,1 0n+1,1 0n+1,1 f
0
n+1,n 1n+1,1−α(n + 1)
t−β(n+ 1)t
01,n+1 0 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n+1 0 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0




t−β(n+ 1)t0n+1,n0n+1,1 0n+1,1 0n+1,1
11,n+1 0 0 0 01,n 0 0 0
α(n+ 1) 0 0 0 01,n 0 1 0












α(n+ 1) 0 0
β(n+ 1) 0 0
∣∣∣∣
·
( ∣∣∣∣f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)β(n) 0 0
∣∣∣∣−





2bn+1(yn − xn) + (gn + hn)(cn+1 + dn+1 + 2en+1)
)
≡ (gn + hn)(cn+1 + dn+1).
(17) By the formula (3.3),
y2n =






f0n 1n,1 Bn 0n,1
01,n 0 11,n 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
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= (−1)n+1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣




01,n 0 0 0 11,n 0 0 0
01,n 0 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n 0 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n 1n,1 −α(n)
t−β(n)t 0n 0n,1 0n,1 0n,1
α(n) 0 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n) 0 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n+1
∣∣∣∣f0n+1,n αt(n+ 1) βt(n+ 1)11,n 0 0
∣∣∣∣ ·
( ∣∣∣∣ f0n 1n,1α(n) 0
∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣ f0n 1n,1β(n) 0
∣∣∣∣
)
= (−1)n+1(xn + yn)(cn − dn) ≡ (xn + yn)(cn + dn).
(18) By the formula (3.4),
y2n+1 =















01,n+1 0 0 0 11,n 0 0 0
01,n+1 0 1 0 β(n) 0 0 0
01,n+1 0 0 1 α(n) 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f0n+1 1n+1,1−α(n+ 1)
t−β(n+ 1)t0n+1,n0n+1,1 0n+1,1 0n+1,1
α(n+ 1) 0 0 0 01,n 0 1 0
β(n+ 1) 0 0 0 01,n 0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n ·
∣∣∣ f0n+1,n αt(n+1) βt(n+1)
11,n 0 0
∣∣∣ ·( ∣∣∣ f0n+1 1n+1,1
α(n+1) 0
∣∣∣ − ∣∣∣ f0n+1 1n+1,1
β(n+1) 0
∣∣∣ )
= (−1)n(xn + yn)(cn+1 − dn+1) ≡ (xn + yn)(cn+1 + dn+1).

Remark 3. In this paper, we only consider the Hankel determinant |fpn | with the
case p = 0. In fact, the proof of the Lemma can be adapted to the other cases with
p ≥ 1.
By Lemma 1, we have following proposition.
Proposition 1. For any integer n ≥ 1, we have
(1) an ≡
{




















1, if n ≡ 0, 1, 8, 9 (mod10);
0, otherwise.
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(7) hn ≡
{








1, if n ≡ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (mod10);
0, otherwise.
Remark 4. The first assertion gives a positive answer of Coons’s conjecture [11]
that the sequence {Hn(F )}n≥0 (module 2) is periodic with period 10.
Proof. We easily check that the conclusions above are true for n ≤ 10. Now,
assume the conclusions are true for n ≤ 10k with k ≥ 1, then we prove the case
10k + 1 ≤ n ≤ 10(k + 1) by induction. We have following nine cases to discuss.
(1) By the equalities (1) and (2) of Lemma 1, we have following ten subcases.
• a10k+1 ≡ g5k + h5k ≡
{
g10l + h10l, if k = 2l;
g10l+5 + h10l+5, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l, 10l + 5 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, g10l ≡ h10l+5 ≡
1, h10l ≡ g10l+5 ≡ 0. Hence, a10k+1 ≡ 1.
• a10k+2 ≡ a5k+1 + b5k+1 ≡
{
a10l+1 + b10l+1, if k = 2l;
a10l+6 + b10l+6, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+1, 10l+6 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, a10l+1 ≡ b10l+6 ≡
1, a10l+6 ≡ b10l+1 ≡ 0. Hence, a10k+2 ≡ 1.
• a10k+3 ≡ g5k+1 + h5k+1 ≡
{
g10l+1 + h10l+1, if k = 2l;
g10l+6 + h10l+6, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+1, 10l+6≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, g10l+1 ≡ h10l+1 ≡
1, g10l+6 ≡ h10l+6 ≡ 0. Hence, a10k+3 ≡ 0.
• a10k+4 ≡ a5k+2 + b5k+2 ≡
{
a10l+2 + b10l+2, if k = 2l;
a10l+7 + b10l+7, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+2, 10l+7 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, a10l+2 ≡ b10l+2 ≡
1, a10l+7 ≡ b10l+7 ≡ 0. Hence, a10k+4 ≡ 0.
• a10k+5 ≡ g5k+2 + h5k+2 ≡
{
g10l+2 + h10l+2, if k = 2l;
g10l+7 + h10l+7, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+2, 10l+7≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, g10l+2 ≡ h10l+7 ≡
0, g10l+7 ≡ g10l+2 ≡ 1. Hence, a10k+5 ≡ 1.
• a10k+6 ≡ a5k+3 + b5k+3 ≡
{
a10l+3 + b10l+3, if k = 2l;
a10l+8 + b10l+8, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+3, 10l+8 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, a10l+3 ≡ b10l+3 ≡
0, a10l+8 ≡ b10l+8 ≡ 1. Hence, a10k+6 ≡ 0.
• a10k+7 ≡ g5k+3 + h5k+3 ≡
{
g10l+3 + h10l+3, if k = 2l;
g10l+8 + h10l+8, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+3, 10l+8≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, g10l+3 ≡ h10l+3 ≡
0, g10l+6 ≡ h10l+1 ≡ 1. Hence, a10k+7 ≡ 0.
• a10k+8 ≡ a5k+4 + b5k+4 ≡
{
a10l+4 + b10l+4, if k = 2l;
a10l+9 + b10l+9, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+4, 10l+9 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, a10l+4 ≡ b10l+9 ≡
0, a10l+9 ≡ b10l+4 ≡ 1. Hence, a10k+8 ≡ 1.
• a10k+9 ≡ g5k+4 + h5k+4 ≡
{
g10l+4 + h10l+4, if k = 2l;
g10l+9 + h10l+9, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+4, 10l+9≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, g10l+4 ≡ h10l+9 ≡
0, g10l+9 ≡ h10l+4 ≡ 1. Hence, a10k+9 ≡ 1.
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• a10k+10 ≡ a5k+5 + b5k+5 ≡
{
a10l+5 + b10l+5, if k = 2l;
a10l+10 + b10l+10, if k = 2l + 1.
Since 10l + 5, 10l + 10 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, a10l+5 ≡
a10l+10 ≡ 1, b10l+5 ≡ b10l+10 ≡ 0. Hence, a10k+10 ≡ 1.
Thus, the first assertion is true for n ≤ 10(k + 1), which completes the
proof the first assertion.
(2) By the equalities (3) and (4) of Lemma 1, we have following six subcases.
• b10k+i ≡ 0 for i = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, since b2n+1 ≡ 0 for n ≥ 1.
• b10k+2 ≡ c5k+1 + d5k+1 ≡
{
c10l+1 + d10l+1, if k = 2l;
c10l+6 + d10l+6, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+1, 10l+6 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, c10l+1 ≡ d10l+6 ≡
1, c10l+6 ≡ d10l+1 ≡ 0. Hence, b10k+2 ≡ 1.
• b10k+4 ≡ c5k+2 + d5k+2 ≡
{
c10l+2 + d10l+2, if k = 2l;
c10l+7 + d10l+7, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+2, 10l+7 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, c10l+2 ≡ c10l+7 ≡
0, d10l+2 ≡ d10l+7 ≡ 0. Hence, b10k+4 ≡ 1.
• b10k+6 ≡ c5k+3 + d5k+3 ≡
{
c10l+3 + d10l+3, if k = 2l;
c10l+8 + d10l+8, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+3, 10l+8 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, c10l+3 ≡ c10l+8 ≡
0, d10l+3 ≡ d10l+8 ≡ 1. Hence, b10k+6 ≡ 1.
• b10k+8 ≡ c5k+4 + d5k+4 ≡
{
c10l+4 + d10l+4, if k = 2l;
c10l+9 + d10l+9, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+4, 10l+9 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, c10l+4 ≡ d10l+9 ≡
0, c10l+9 ≡ d10l+4 ≡ 1. Hence, b10k+8 ≡ 1.
• b10k+10 ≡ c5k+5 + d5k+5 ≡
{
c10l+5 + d10l+5, if k = 2l;
c10l+10 + d10l+10, if k = 2l + 1.
Since 10l+5, 10l+10≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, c10l+5 ≡ d10l+5 ≡
1, c10l+10 ≡ d10l+10 ≡ 0. Hence, b10k+10 ≡ 0.
Thus, the second assertion is true for n ≤ 10(k + 1), which completes
the proof the second assertion.
(3) By the equalities (5) and (6) of Lemma 1, we have following two subcases.
• c10k+i ≡ 0 for i = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, since c2n ≡ 0 for n ≥ 1.
• Since c2n+1 ≡ gn + hn ≡ a2n+1 for n ≥ 1. Hence, c10k+i ≡ a10k+i ≡ 1
for i = 1, 5, 9 and c10k+i ≡ a10k+i ≡ 0 for i = 3, 7.
Thus, the third assertion is true for n ≤ 10(k + 1), which completes the
proof the third assertion.
(4) By the equalities (7) and (8) of Lemma 1, we have following six subcases.
• Since d2n ≡ cn + dn ≡ b2n for n ≥ 1. Hence, d10k+i ≡ b10k+i ≡ 1 for
i = 2, 4, 6, 8 and d10k+10 ≡ b10k+10 ≡ 0 .
• d10k+1 ≡ x5k + y5k ≡
{
x10l + y10l, if k = 2l;
x10l+5 + y10l+5, if k = 2l + 1.
Since 10l, 10l + 5 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, x10l ≡ y10l ≡
0, x10l+5 ≡ y10l+5 ≡ 1. Hence, d10k+1 ≡ 0.
• d10k+3 ≡ x5k+1 + y5k+1 ≡
{
x10l+1 + y10l+1, if k = 2l;
x10l+6 + y10l+6, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+1, 10l+6 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, x10l+1 ≡ y10l+6 ≡
1, x10l+6 ≡ y10l+1 ≡ 0. Hence, d10k+3 ≡ 1.
• d10k+5 ≡ x5k+2 + y5k+2 ≡
{
x10l+2 + y10l+2, if k = 2l;
x10l+7 + y10l+7, if k = 2l+ 1.
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Since 10l+2, 10l+7 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, x10l+2 ≡ x10l+7 ≡
0, x10l+2 ≡ y10l+7 ≡ 1. Hence, d10k+5 ≡ 1.
• d10k+7 ≡ x5k+3 + y5k+3 ≡
{
x10l+3 + y10l+3, if k = 2l;
x10l+8 + y10l+8, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+3, 10l+8 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, x10l+3 ≡ y10l+8 ≡
0, x10l+8 ≡ y10l+3 ≡ 1. Hence, d10k+7 ≡ 1.
• d10k+9 ≡ x5k+4 + y5k+4 ≡
{
x10l+4 + y10l+4, if k = 2l;
x10l+9 + y10l+9, if k = 2l+ 1.
Since 10l+4, 10l+9 ≤ 10k, then, by the hypothesis, x10l+4 ≡ y10l+4 ≡
1, x10l+9 ≡ y10l+9 ≡ 0. Hence, d10k+9 ≡ 0.
Thus, the fourth assertion is true for n ≤ 10(k+1), which completes the
proof the fourth assertion.
(5) By the equalities (9) and (10) of Lemma 1, we have two subcases.
• Since e2n ≡ (an + bn)(cn + dn) ≡ a2nb2n, hence, e10k+2 ≡ e10k+8 ≡ 1
and e10k+4 ≡ e10k+6 ≡ e10k+10 ≡ 0.
• Since e2n+1 ≡ (gn + hn)(xn + yn) ≡ a2n+1d2n+1, hence, e10k+5 ≡ 1
and e10k+1 ≡ e10k+3 ≡ e10k+7 ≡ e10k+9 ≡ 0.
Thus, the fifth assertion is true for n ≤ 10(k + 1), which completes the
proof the fifth assertion.
(6) By the equalities (11) and (12) of Lemma 1, we have following ten subcases.
• g10k+1 ≡ a5k+1(g5k + h5k) + x5k(d5k+1 + e5k+1) + y5k(c5k+1 + e5k+1).
If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then g10k+1 ≡ a10l+1(g10l + h10l) +
x10l(d10l+1 + e10l+1) + y10l(c10l+1 + e10l+1) ≡ 1 × (1 + 0) + 0 × (0 +
0) + 0 × (1 + 0) ≡ 1. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothesis, then g10k+1 ≡
a10l+6(g10l+5+h10l+5)+x10l+5(d10l+6+e10l+6)+y10l+5(c10l+6+e10l+6) ≡
0× (0 + 1) + 1× (1 + 0) + 1× (0 + 0) ≡ 1.
• g10k+2 ≡ a5k+1(g5k+1+h5k+1)+x5k+1(d5k+1+e5k+1)+y5k+1(c5k+1+
e5k+1). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then g10k+1 ≡ a10l+1(g10l+1 +
h10l+1) + x10l+1(d10l+1 + e10l+1) + y10l+1(c10l+1 + e10l+1) ≡ 1 × (1 +
1) + 1 × (0 + 0) + 0 × (1 + 0) ≡ 0. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then g10k+1 ≡ a10l+6(g10l+6 + h10l+6) + x10l+6(d10l+6 + e10l+6) +
y10l+6(c10l+6 + e10l+6) ≡ 0× (0 + 0) + 0× (1 + 0) + 1× (0 + 0) ≡ 0.
• g10k+3 ≡ a5k+2(g5k+1+h5k+1)+x5k+1(d5k+2+e5k+2)+y5k+1(c5k+2+
e5k+2). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then g10k+3 ≡ a10l+2(g10l+1 +
h10l+1) + x10l+1(d10l+2 + e10l+2) + y10l+1(c10l+2 + e10l+2) ≡ 1 × (1 +
1) + 1 × (1 + 1) + 0 × (0 + 1) ≡ 0. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then g10k+3 ≡ a10l+7(g10l+6 + h10l+6) + x10l+6(d10l+7 + e10l+7) +
y10l+6(c10l+7 + e10l+7) ≡ 0× (0 + 0) + 0× (1 + 0) + 1× (0 + 0) ≡ 0.
• g10k+4 ≡ a5k+2(g5k+2+h5k+2)+x5k+2(d5k+2+e5k+2)+y5k+2(c5k+2+
e5k+2). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then g10k+4 ≡ a10l+2(g10l+2 +
h10l+2) + x10l+2(d10l+2 + e10l+2) + y10l+2(c10l+2 + e10l+2) ≡ 1 × (1 +
1) + 1 × (0 + 0) + 0 × (1 + 0) ≡ 0. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then g10k+4 ≡ a10l+7(g10l+7 + h10l+7) + x10l+7(d10l+7 + e10l+7) +
y10l+7(c10l+7 + e10l+7) ≡ 0× (0 + 0) + 0× (1 + 0) + 1× (0 + 0) ≡ 0.
• g10k+5 ≡ a5k+3(g5k+2+h5k+2)+x5k+2(d5k+3+e5k+3)+y5k+2(c5k+3+
e5k+3). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then g10k+5 ≡ a10l+3(g10l+2 +
h10l+2) + x10l+2(d10l+3 + e10l+3) + y10l+2(c10l+3 + e10l+3) ≡ 1 × (1 +
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1) + 1 × (1 + 1) + 0 × (0 + 1) ≡ 0. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then g10k+5 ≡ a10l+8(g10l+7 + h10l+7) + x10l+7(d10l+8 + e10l+8) +
y10l+7(c10l+8 + e10l+8) ≡ 0× (0 + 0) + 0× (1 + 0) + 1× (0 + 0) ≡ 0.
• g10k+6 ≡ a5k+3(g5k+3+h5k+3)+x5k+3(d5k+3+e5k+3)+y5k+3(c5k+3+
e5k+3). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then g10k+6 ≡ a10l+3(g10l+3 +
h10l+3) + x10l+3(d10l+3 + e10l+3) + y10l+3(c10l+3 + e10l+3) ≡ 0 × (0 +
0) + 0 × (1 + 0) + 1 × (0 + 0) ≡ 0. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then g10k+6 ≡ a10l+8(g10l+8 + h10l+8) + x10l+8(d10l+8 + e10l+8) +
y10l+8(c10l+8 + e10l+8) ≡ 1× (1 + 1) + 1× (1 + 1) + 0× (0 + 1) ≡ 0.
• g10k+7 ≡ a5k+4(g5k+3+h5k+3)+x5k+3(d5k+4+e5k+4)+y5k+3(c5k+4+
e5k+4). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then g10k+7 ≡ a10l+4(g10l+3 +
h10l+3) + x10l+3(d10l+4 + e10l+4) + y10l+3(c10l+4 + e10l+4) ≡ 0 × (0 +
0) + 0 × (1 + 0) + 1 × (0 + 0) ≡ 0. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then g10k+7 ≡ a10l+9(g10l+8 + h10l+8) + x10l+8(d10l+9 + e10l+9) +
y10l+8(c10l+9 + e10l+9) ≡ 1× (1 + 1) + 1× (0 + 0) + 0× (1 + 0) ≡ 0.
• g10k+8 ≡ a5k+4(g5k+4+h5k+4)+x5k+4(d5k+4+e5k+4)+y5k+4(c5k+4+
e5k+4). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then g10k+8 ≡ a10l+4(g10l+4 +
h10l+4) + x10l+4(d10l+4 + e10l+4) + y10l+4(c10l+4 + e10l+4) ≡ 0 × (0 +
1) + 1 × (1 + 0) + 1 × (0 + 0) ≡ 1. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then g10k+8 ≡ a10l+9(g10l+9 + h10l+9) + x10l+9(d10l+9 + e10l+9) +
y10l+9(c10l+9 + e10l+9) ≡ 1× (1 + 0) + 0× (0 + 0) + 0× (1 + 0) ≡ 1.
• g10k+9 ≡ a5k+5(g5k+4+h5k+4)+x5k+4(d5k+5+e5k+5)+y5k+4(c5k+5+
e5k+5). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then g10k+9 ≡ a10l+5(g10l+4 +
h10l+4) + x10l+4(d10l+5 + e10l+5) + y10l+4(c10l+5 + e10l+5) ≡ 1 × (0 +
1) + 1 × (1 + 1) + 1 × (1 + 1) ≡ 1. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothesis,
then g10k+9 ≡ a10l+10(g10l+9 + h10l+9) + x10l+9(d10l+10 + e10l+10) +
y10l+9(c10l+10 + e10l+10) ≡ 1× (1 + 0) + 0× (0 + 0) + 0× (0 + 0) ≡ 1.
• g10k+10 ≡ a5k+5(g5k+5+h5k+5)+x5k+5(d5k+5+e5k+5)+y5k+5(c5k+5+
e5k+5). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then g10k+10 ≡ a10l+5(g10l+5 +
h10l+5) + x10l+5(d10l+5 + e10l+5) + y10l+5(c10l+5 + e10l+5) ≡ 1 × (0 +
1) + 1 × (1 + 1) + 1 × (1 + 1) ≡ 1. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothesis,
then g10k+10 ≡ a10l+10(g10l+10+h10l+10)+x10l+10(d10l+10+e10l+10)+
y10l+10(c10l+10 + e10l+10) ≡ 1× (1 + 0) + 0× (0 + 0)+ 0× (0 + 0) ≡ 1.
Thus, the sixth assertion is true for n ≤ 10(k + 1), which completes the
proof the sixth assertion.
(7) By the equalities (13) and (14) of Lemma 1, we have following ten subcases.
• h10k+1 ≡ g5k(c5k+1 + e5k+1) + h5k(d5k+1 + e5k+1) + b5k+1(x5k + y5k).
If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then h10k+1 ≡ g10l(c10l+1 + e10l+1) +
h10l(d10l+1+e10l+1)+b10l+1(x10l+y10l) ≡ 1×(1+0)+0×(0+0)+0×(0+
0) ≡ 1. If k = 2l+1, by the hypothesis, then h10k+1 ≡ g10l+5(c10l+6 +
e10l+6) + h10l+5(d10l+6 + e10l+6) + b10l+6(x10l+5 + y10l+5) ≡ 0 × (0 +
0) + 1× (1 + 0) + 1× (1 + 1) ≡ 1.
• h10k+2 ≡ g5k+1(c5k+1+e5k+1)+h5k+1(d5k+1+e5k+1)+ b5k+1(x5k+1+
y5k+1). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then h10k+2 ≡ g10l+1(c10l+1 +
e10l+1) + h10l+1(d10l+1 + e10l+1) + b10l+1(x10l+1 + y10l+1) ≡ 1 × (1 +
0) + 1 × (0 + 0) + 0 × (1 + 0) ≡ 1. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then h10k+2 ≡ g10l+6(c10l+6 + e10l+6) + h10l+6(d10l+6 + e10l+6) +
b10l+6(x10l+6 + y10l+6) ≡ 0× (0 + 0) + 0× (1 + 0) + 1× (0 + 1) ≡ 1.
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• h10k+3 ≡ g5k+1(c5k+2+e5k+2)+h5k+1(d5k+2+e5k+2)+ b5k+2(x5k+1+
y5k+1). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then h10k+3 ≡ g10l+1(c10l+2 +
e10l+2) + h10l+1(d10l+2 + e10l+2) + b10l+2(x10l+1 + y10l+1) ≡ 1 × (0 +
1) + 1 × (1 + 1) + 1 × (1 + 0) ≡ 0. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then h10k+3 ≡ g10l+6(c10l+7 + e10l+7) + h10l+6(d10l+7 + e10l+7) +
b10l+7(x10l+6 + y10l+6) ≡ 0× (0 + 0) + 0× (1 + 0) + 0× (0 + 1) ≡ 0.
• h10k+4 ≡ g5k+2(c5k+2+e5k+2)+h5k+2(d5k+2+e5k+2)+ b5k+2(x5k+2+
y5k+2). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then h10k+4 ≡ g10l+2(c10l+2 +
e10l+2) + h10l+2(d10l+2 + e10l+2) + b10l+2(x10l+2 + y10l+2) ≡ 0 × (0 +
1) + 1 × (1 + 1) + 1 × (0 + 1) ≡ 1. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then h10k+4 ≡ g10l+7(c10l+7 + e10l+7) + h10l+7(d10l+7 + e10l+7) +
b10l+7(x10l+7 + y10l+7) ≡ 0× (0 + 0) + 0× (1 + 0) + 1× (0 + 1) ≡ 1.
• h10k+5 ≡ g5k+2(c5k+3+e5k+3)+h5k+2(d5k+3+e5k+3)+ b5k+3(x5k+2+
y5k+2). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then h10k+5 ≡ g10l+2(c10l+3 +
e10l+3) + h10l+2(d10l+3 + e10l+3) + b10l+3(x10l+2 + y10l+2) ≡ 0 × (0 +
0) + 1 × (1 + 0) + 0 × (0 + 1) ≡ 1. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then h10k+5 ≡ g10l+7(c10l+8 + e10l+8) + h10l+7(d10l+8 + e10l+8) +
b10l+8(x10l+7 + y10l+7) ≡ 0× (0 + 1) + 1× (1 + 1) + 1× (0 + 1) ≡ 1.
• h10k+6 ≡ g5k+3(c5k+3+e5k+3)+h5k+3(d5k+3+e5k+3)+ b5k+3(x5k+3+
y5k+3). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then h10k+6 ≡ g10l+3(c10l+3 +
e10l+3) + h10l+3(d10l+3 + e10l+3) + b10l+3(x10l+3 + y10l+3) ≡ 0 × (0 +
0) + 0 × (1 + 0) + 0 × (0 + 1) ≡ 0. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then h10k+6 ≡ g10l+8(c10l+8 + e10l+8) + h10l+8(d10l+8 + e10l+8) +
b10l+8(x10l+8 + y10l+8) ≡ 1× (0 + 1) + 1× (1 + 1) + 1× (1 + 0) ≡ 0.
• h10k+7 ≡ g5k+3(c5k+4+e5k+4)+h5k+3(d5k+4+e5k+4)+ b5k+4(x5k+3+
y5k+3). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then h10k+7 ≡ g10l+3(c10l+4 +
e10l+4) + h10l+3(d10l+4 + e10l+4) + b10l+4(x10l+3 + y10l+3) ≡ 0 × (0 +
0) + 0 × (1 + 0) + 1 × (0 + 1) ≡ 1. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then h10k+7 ≡ g10l+8(c10l+9 + e10l+9) + h10l+8(d10l+9 + e10l+9) +
b10l+9(x10l+8 + y10l+8) ≡ 1× (1 + 0) + 1× (0 + 0) + 0× (1 + 0) ≡ 1.
• h10k+8 ≡ g5k+4(c5k+4+e5k+4)+h5k+4(d5k+4+e5k+4)+ b5k+4(x5k+4+
y5k+4). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then h10k+8 ≡ g10l+4(c10l+4 +
e10l+4) + h10l+4(d10l+4 + e10l+4) + b10l+4(x10l+4 + y10l+4) ≡ 0 × (0 +
0) + 1 × (1 + 0) + 1 × (1 + 1) ≡ 1. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothe-
sis, then h10k+8 ≡ g10l+9(c10l+9 + e10l+9) + h10l+9(d10l+9 + e10l+9) +
b10l+9(x10l+9 + y10l+9) ≡ 1× (1 + 0) + 0× (0 + 0) + 0× (0 + 0) ≡ 1.
• h10k+9 ≡ g5k+4(c5k+5+e5k+5)+h5k+4(d5k+5+e5k+5)+ b5k+5(x5k+4+
y5k+4). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then h10k+9 ≡ g10l+4(c10l+5 +
e10l+5) + h10l+4(d10l+5 + e10l+5) + b10l+5(x10l+4 + y10l+4) ≡ 0 × (1 +
1) + 1 × (1 + 1) + 0 × (1 + 1) ≡ 0. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothesis,
then h10k+9 ≡ g10l+9(c10l+10 + e10l+10) + h10l+9(d10l+10 + e10l+10) +
b10l+10(x10l+9 + y10l+9) ≡ 1× (0 + 0) + 0× (0 + 0) + 0× (0 + 0) ≡ 0.
• h10k+10 ≡ g5k+5(c5k+5+e5k+5)+h5k+5(d5k+5+e5k+5)+b5k+5(x5k+5+
y5k+5). If k = 2l, by the hypothesis, then h10k+10 ≡ g10l+5(c10l+5 +
e10l+5) + h10l+5(d10l+5 + e10l+5) + b10l+5(x10l+5 + y10l+5) ≡ 0 × (1 +
1) + 1 × (1 + 1) + 0 × (1 + 1) ≡ 0. If k = 2l + 1, by the hypothesis,
then h10k+10 ≡ g10l+10(c10l+10+e10l+10)+h10l+10(d10l+10+e10l+10)+
b10l+10(x10l+10 + y10l+10) ≡ 1× (0 + 0)+ 0× (0 + 0)+ 0× (0 + 0) ≡ 0.
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Thus, the seventh assertion is true for n ≤ 10(k + 1), which completes
the proof the seventh assertion.
(8) By the equalities (15) and (16) of Lemma 1, we have two subcases.
• Since x2n ≡ (gn+hn)(cn+dn) ≡ a2n+1b2n, hence, x10k+4 ≡ x10k+8 ≡ 1
and x10k+2 ≡ x10k+6 ≡ x10k+10 ≡ 0.
• Since x2n+1 ≡ (gn + hn)(cn+1 + dn+1) ≡ a2n+1b2n+2, hence, x10k+1 ≡
x10k+5 ≡ 1 and x10k+3 ≡ x10k+7 ≡ x10k+9 ≡ 0.
Thus, the eighth assertion is true for n ≤ 10(k+1), which completes the
proof the eighth assertion.
(9) By the equalities (17) and (18) of Lemma 1, we have two subcases.
• Since y2n ≡ (xn + yn)(cn + dn) ≡ d2n+1b2n, hence, y10k+2 ≡ y10k+4 ≡
y10k+6 ≡ 1 and y10k+8 ≡ y10k+10 ≡ 0.
• Since y2n+1 ≡ (xn + yn)(cn+1 + dn+1) ≡ d2n+1b2n+2, hence, y10k+3 ≡
y10k+5 ≡ y10k+7 ≡ 1 and y10k+1 ≡ y10k+9 ≡ 0.
Thus, the ninth assertion is true for n ≤ 10(k+ 1), which completes the
proof the ninth assertion.

4. Rational approximation
In this section, we will use Pade´ approximant to construct an infinite sequence
of ‘good’ rational approximations. The method we use here, was introduced in [7].
And, we prove Theorem 1 at the end of this section.




i, its Pade´ approximant [p/q]f is
a rational function P (z)




+O(zp+q+1), z → 0.
where p, q ∈ N.
By a classical result, ifHk(f) is nonzero, then the pade´ approximant [k−1/k]f (z)
exists (see [7], pp. 34-36) and




By Lemma 1, we have following corollary.
Corollary 2. For any k ≡ 1(mod10), the pade´ approximant [k − 1/k]F (z) exists.
Moreover, there exist a nonzero real number hk such that
F (z)− [k − 1/k]F (z) = hkz
2k +O(z2k+1).
Proof. By Lemma 1, this is an immediate conclusion of the fact that Hk(F ) ≡




To construct an infinite sequence of ‘good’ rational approximations, we need
following two lemmas.
Lemma 2 (Adamaczewski and Rivoal [4]). Let ξ, δ, ρ, θ ∈ R and δ ≤ ρ, θ > 1.




rational numbers such that
qn < qn+1 ≤ c0q
θ
n, (n ≥ 1),










, (n ≥ 1).
Then we have µ(ξ) ≤ (1 + ρ) θ
δ
.
Lemma 3 (Modified Bugeaud [8]). Let L, k,m0 ≥ 2 be positive integers, R := R(L)
be a real number. Let A be any subset of integers of [kL−1, kL − 1] satisfying
[kL−1, kL − 1] ⊂
⋃
x∈A[x − R, x + R]. Assume {aj}j≥0 is an increasing sequence
composed of all the numbers of the form lkm, where m ≥ m0 and l ranges over A.







Proof. Suppose A = {n0, n1, · · · , nt}, then 0 ≤ ni+1 − ni ≤ 2R for 0 ≤ i ≤ t − 1,

























which ends the proof. 
Now, we are going to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Since f(x) = A(x)
B(x) + C(x)f(x
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 = γ ∑
0≤i≤m−1
ki ≤ γkm.






where hl 6= 0 and Pl(x), Ql(x) ∈ Z[x] with deg(Pl(x)) ≤ l−1, deg(Ql(x)) ≤ l. Then



















∣∣∣∣ ≤ c(l)x(2l+1)km , for 0 < x ≤ 12 .
Hence, for any 0 < x ≤ 12 , by the formula (4.2),
















∣∣∣∣f(x)− Pl,m(x)Ql,m(x) − Cm(x)hlx2l·k
m
∣∣∣∣ ≤ c(l)x(2l+1)km |Cm(x)|.
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and
deg(Pl,m(x)) = max{deg(Am(x)) + deg(Ql(x
km ))
deg(Bm(x)) + deg(Cm(x)) + deg(Pl(x
km ))}
≤ max{(α+ β + γ)km + lkm, βkm + γkm + (l − 1)km}
≤ (α+ β + γ + l)km,
deg(Ql,m(x)) = deg(Bm(x)) + deg(Ql(x
km )) ≤ βkm + lkm.
Assume C(x) = (a0 + a1x+ · · ·+ aγx
r)xs, where a0 6= 0, r, s ≥ 0, r+ s = γ, and













) 6= 0 which implies that Cm(
1
b
) 6= 0. Hence, for any x = 1
b
(b ≥ 2),
there exists a positive constant ζ such that |C(x)| ≥ ζxs,
























∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3|hl| · ηmx2lkm+ s(km−1)k−1 .
Suppose that Yl := α+ β + γ + l. Let b ≥ 2 be an integer, taking x = 1/b, then
both pl,m := b
Ylk
m
Pl,m(1/b) and ql,m := b
Ylk
m
Ql,m(1/b) are integers. Moreover,
since Ql(0) 6= 0, for sufficiently large m, there exist two positive real numbers c0, c1
























∣∣∣∣ ≤ c3b2lkm = c3(bYlkm)δl ,






. Note that liml→∞ ρl =























of {ni}i≥0 such that for all j ≥ J(ε),
nij+1
nij
< 1 + ε.
Give a sufficient large integer L such that kL−1 > niJ . In this case, L→∞, when
ε → 0. Let {VL,m′}m′≥1 be the increasing sequence composed of all the numbers
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ql,m, where m ≥ m0(l) and l ranges over the integers in A = {n : ∃ j such that n =
nij , n ∈ [k
L−1, kL − 1]}. For these nij , we have nij+1 − nij < ε · nij < ε · k
L, which
implies that [kL−1, kL − 1] ⊂
⋃
n∈A[n− ε · k
L, n+ ε · kL]. Hence, by Lemma 3 and
(4.9), there exists positive constant C1(L) and positive integer m1(L) such that for
any m
′
≥ m1(L), we have























where ρL is the value of ρl at l = k
L, δL is the value of δl at l = k
L−1. Thus, by
















)) ≤ 2 · (1 + ε · k(k + 1)).
Since ε is chosen arbitrarily, we are done. 
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